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KEEP IN TOUCH
WITH OUR ST. ED’S
VIRTUAL COMMUNITY!

Make the most
of your abilities

W

e were delighted to welcome Mr Rick Clarke, Headmaster at
Frensham Heights as our Guest Preacher in Chapel earlier
this term. Joining the Headmaster and our Senior Prep pupils,
Mr Clarke addressed the congregation on the well-known parable, ‘the
Parable of the Talents’ where it appears that Jesus is stressing the importance
of a person using their talents. A talent is wasted unless it is used. Mr Clarke
said, “So why have I chosen this parable to talk about today? As a teacher, and
now as a Head, all I have ever wanted for the students in my care is that they
make the most of their abilities. We are all born with different abilities or
talents. Some of us are good at writing, others are good at hitting a hockey
ball or solving maths equations. Still others are amazing at making friends,
being kind, looking after others. In other words,
we all have our own unique talents”. Using three
eager volunteers from the Choir to act out
the Parable with him, Mr Clarke concluded, “I
know that Mr Walliker, his staff here at St Ed’s
and your parents will only ever want you to do
your best and make the most of the talents you
have. As the great Swiss theologian Hans Urs van
Balthasar quoted: ‘what you are is God’s gift to
you; what you become is your gift to God’.
The Chapel Choir led by Miss Green began the
service with their rendition of “Lead Me, Lord” by
Samuel Wesley with Sienna Isaacs as soloist and Finn McEwan read the Service
Lesson, “Matthew 25, verus 14-30” before the congregation joined in singing
hymns ‘Praise my Soul’ and ‘Lord of the Dance’.

There’s no need to be lonely or bored
during Lockdown! Your teachers at
St. Ed’s are busy posting their challenges and
your videos and photos on their Facebook,
Instagram pages and YouTube channels.
For our younger year groups, listen and
enjoy the Headmaster’s Friday stories!
Follow them and join in the
St. Ed’s community virtual fun –
we’re all in this together!
WHOLE SCHOOL
School Facebook page: @steds
School Instagram/Twitter:
stedmundshindhead
SPORT DEPARTMENT
Facebook: @stedsport
Instagram: stedssport
YouTube: St Ed’s Sport
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
Facebook: @stedsmusic2019
Instagram: stedsmusicdept
DT DEPARTMENT
Facebook: @stedsdesigns
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NEWS
Upstairs and Downstairs

Au Revoir, not Goodbye!

Excitement levels hit an all-time high a few weeks ago
when Form 1 left the comfort of their classroom to visit
The Weald and Down Open Air Museum in Singleton.
The day certainly brought their history lessons to life as
the children embarked on a Victorian Household Chores
workshop, which gave them the opportunity to explore
and consider what it was like to be 6 years old in the
Victorian times. Situated in Whittaker’s Cottage, a typical
farm labourer’s cottage of the Victorian period, everyone
rolled up their sleeves and took on a varied range of
household activities which Victorian children would have
been expected to help with, including making the beds,
polishing and beating the rugs. Later in the afternoon, the
children took part in Mrs Anelay’s fact hunt which proved
to be such a success they almost missed their bus home!

It was certainly not the planned “final day” at St. Ed’s for our Form 11s
this term but through adversity not only comes success but also lots
of pizza! Enjoying their congratulatory lunch with the Headmaster
and their teachers, there was much reminiscing about their days as a
St. Ed’s Senior as well as the obligatory signing of school shirts! A big
shout out to our Head Girl Phoebe King who, although in isolation at
the time, still managed to get their Leavers Hoodies delivered in time
for all of our Form 11 to enjoy! Phoebe had worked really hard over
Christmas organising the hoodies so she was not going to let the day
pass without their official use on everyone’s last day! Raising a slice of
pizza to our 2020 Leavers, the Headmaster congratulated them all on
their hard work and contribution to school life, he concluded, “these
are unprecedented times, but have no doubt that we will see you all
back here at St. Ed’s one day soon where you will receive your official
farewell in the manner that you all deserve.”

Electro-tastic!

The Globe Theatre
Our Form 10s visited The Globe Theatre
for the day this term to undertake a
selection of drama workshops exploring
the script of Romeo and Juliet. Studying
the book as part of their GCSE English
studies, the children were also treated to a backstage tour of the
theatre. Both the workshops and tour were conducted by one of the
Globe’s own Shakespearian actors, what an amazing experience.

Shah Jahan Mosque
Our Form 10 Triple Science pupils with Dr Carlin have
been busy learning about conductors, insulators and how
insulating materials can be charged by friction to create
static electricity. In the laboratory they have been creating
charges on balloons (rubbing the balloon against their hair)
and then using it to bend water from a running tap!

Currently studying religions of the world in their RS classes, Form 3
were lucky enough to have a private tour of the Shah Jahan Mosque in
Woking this term. The first purpose built Mosque both in the UK and
Northern Europe, the Iman gave everyone a tour and spoke to the
children about the Qur’an and its many chapters and versus as well
as the daily prayers that take place at the mosque every day. It was a
fantastic visit that certainly gave the children a better understanding
of the mosque as well as Islam as a whole.

You can have a go to at home - http://coolkidsscience.com/
can-you-bend-water/
They have learnt about the potential dangers of electrostatic
charges, e.g. when fuelling aircraft and tankers but are now
able to explain some uses of electrostatic charges, e.g. in
paint gun sprayers, photocopiers and inkjet printers. They
even managed to have a go on a Van de Graaff generator to
create static electricity which uses a moving belt to charge
a large metal sphere to a very high voltage to create some
sparks of electricity that looked like little bolts of lightning.

Little Shadows
Our Little Ed’s team made the most of the early spring
sunshine a few weeks ago and enjoyed a sunny shadow
drawing activity!

When the Van de Graaff generator starts charging, it can
transfer the charge to the person who is touching it and
can make their individual hairs repel each other making
their hair stand up. Mr Bowen-Perkins kindly modelled this
phenomena for #St. Ed’s!

5, 4, 3, 2, 1 … we have lift off!
Form 9 Physic students spent
this term designing, building and
testing water bottle rockets to
explore their understanding of
forces and pressure as part of
their ‘Science of Warfare’ topic.
A couple of them were almost
a little too aerodynamic with
one ending up in a tree and
another in a neighbouring
garden! Oh well, all in the spirit
of learning!

Wasteful World
Form 5 certainly rose to the challenge of their geography homework this term! They were
set the task of finding a piece of rubbish at home and turning it into something useful, from
a piece of rubbish to something people can genuinely use. Some fantastic creations from
flower pots to pencil holders, from cork notice boards to designer lights! Well done Form 5.

St. Ed’s
Book Day
Thank you to everyone
for going to such fantastic
efforts for this year’s World
Book Day at St. Ed’s. So
many different costumes
and too many different
characters to mention,
however, not wishing to
break from tradition …
who can spot Wally?
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Godalming Festival 2020
Report by Mrs Darrington, Prep LAMDA Coach @ St. Ed’s
St. Ed’s enjoyed another year of sensational
results from the Godalming Festival this
year. Enormous congratulations to all of
our pupils who took part in what is now
the largest Speech and Drama Festival in
the South East, with numbers entering the
Speech and Drama section having doubled
since 2019. One adjudicator, James Merry
commented, “performing their work and
sharing it with an audience in a competition
environment takes guts, self-belief and
determination.” He went on to say “each
performer should have a great sense of
achievement.” I could not agree with him
more, I am so proud of all of our performing
stars, huge congratulations to you all!
ST. ED’S PERFORMING STARS:
Jake Darrington, Imogen Henderson,
Samuel Taylor, Freya Carlin, Eliska
Hartmann, Jacob Petrella,Tabitha Paterson,
Zachary Darrington, Isabella Kidd, David
Szucs-Farkas, Sebastian Atkins, Harriet
Saunders, Cameron Sanders, Erin Brown,
Flynn Bowen-Perkins, Amelia Garlick,
Ellyn Johnson, Marina Wells, Clementine
Dodson, Darcey Wrigley, Toby Crucefix,
Isabella Isaacs, Iona Burrell, Sophie

Broughton, Joshua Martin, Henry Abson,
Tristan Harding, Lyra Garrison, Nuala
Butchart, Phoebe Smith, Sienna Isaacs,
Matilda Read, Amelia Norwood, Leo
Nikcevic, Arabella Taylor, Harry Boparai,
Oliver Vickery, Isla Wilson, Emily Wells,
Jake Paterson, Xavi Clements, Charlotte
Franks, Rohan Sabharwal, Freya Jennings,
Amelia Pepper, Indra Tason, Cole Messina,
Toby Walker, Tobias Bower, Jess Harding &
Max Brown.

A VERY SPECIAL MENTION TO THE
FOLLOWING WHO RECEIVED 1ST TO
3RD PLACES INTHEIR CLASSES GAINING
DISTINCTION AND HONOURS:
Jake Darrington, Imogen Henderson, Samuel
Taylor, David Szucs-Farkas, Sebastian Atkins,
Harriet Saunders, Cameron Sanders, Erin
Brown, Flynn Bowen-Perkins, Freya Carlin,
Zachary Darrington, Tabitha Paterson,
Amelia Garlick, Clementine Dodson, Darcey
Wrigley, Toby Crucefix, Henry Abson &
Tristan Harding, Lyra Garrison & Nuala
Butchart, Phoebe Smith & Sienna Isaacs,
Matilda Read & Amelia Norwood, Leo
Nikcevic & Arabella Taylor, Indra Tason &
Cole Messina, Toby Walker & Tobias Bower,
Jess Harding & Max Brown.

Book Worms

Mrs Lyall’s Recycling

As part of our numerous book week activities, the children
thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity given to them by
The Petworth Book Shop, who laid on a fantastic book
fair for them. Each child received a £1 book voucher
and thanks to a top up by Mum and/or Dad, there was
a flurry of activity with the children choosing themselves
an arrayof beautiful new books. From Tin-Tin to Little
Miss Late, from Dr Seuss to Harry Potter, the choice was
immense! Our grateful thanks to them, and happy reading
to their more than satisfied young customers!

As part of Form 5s
“Wasteful World” project
and in a bid to support
the school community
as a whole in recycling
more waste, Mrs Lyall set up her very own “Recycling
Station” in her classroom this term. Creating 4 bins
for collecting, the following waste is now being regularly
recycled at St. Ed’s: Bread bags, writing instruments, crisp
packets, toothpaste tubes/plastic toothbrushes. Once the bins are full,
Mrs Lyall will take them to specific “Terracycle” drop off points in the
local area. Thank you Mrs Lyall and here’s to the initiative continuing
long after Form 5s project has finished.

8vO is all about Books
Hosting an assembly during
Book Week, there is only
one theme to discuss! Form
8vO produced a fantastic
assembly sharing with their
audience an abundance
of interesting facts about
reading and books.

Form 2’s Discovery Picnic!
Our children in Form 2 were incredibly excited at the
prospect of visiting the Look Out Discovery Centre in
Bracknell Forest this term as part of their science projects.
Sadly however, the day before they were due to visit, the
Government issued their first steps at Lockdown with all
school trips being cancelled. Not to be beaten and to keep
the children’s spirits up, Mrs Messina and Mrs Woodley
transformed the children’s usual lunch into a “Discovery
Picnic” instead! So much fun!

The #St. Ed’s ‘Prep of the Term’ accolade goes to Nuala
Butchart in Form 6 who produced this amazing Lego Last
Supper Prep for Mrs Berry. The prep task set was “draw or
create a Last Supper scene” having studied da Vinci’s famous
painting in class. First class brilliance Nuala, well done!

On Friday 13th March, everybody enjoyed an afternoon of colour, sport, fun, fresh air … and … colour?! Thank you to everyone
for taking part in, and supporting, our Sport Relief Colour Run. The first ever Colour Run to take place at St. Ed’s and hopefully
not the last! The school raised well over £1000 for such an important cause, thank you to everyone for your generosity.

Sport Relief Colour Run

Senior House Art Competition
Mrs Harris was delighted at the overwhelming standard of art that was entered into this
year’s Senior House Art Competition. A combination of so many different techniques
Mrs Harris found it almost impossible to choose a winner! A huge congratulations to Sofiia
Datsenko for winning the Form 9 category for OAK and to Libby Lloyd who won the
GCSE section for ROSE. A big shout out too for the following runners up: Sine Campbell,
Clara Chrispin and Amelia Pepper for ROSE and Bella Mockridge for Martlet.

Readathon Challenge
A few months ago, the children in Mrs Record’s class expressed their worries about the number of trees that are being cut down around
the world. It is estimated that around 2.47 million trees are cut down a day. Closer to home, the Woodland Trust report that more
than 1000 irreplaceable ancient woods have been threatened by development over the last 10 years with weakening levels of legislative
protection for our most precious woods and dwindling grant funding adding to the pressure. Right now, the Woodland Trust reports:

2.4%

1,133

ancient woods are
threatened by development
right now

So the children in Form 4 decided to do
something about it and joined forces with
the Woodland Trust to help raise money
in order to simply plant more trees. With
the help of Form 3, they organised their
own “Readathon” at school, where they all
took it in turns to read for 20 minute slots
ensuring there was continuous reading
going on in the Lower School for over
8 hours! The teaching staff commented
on the fact that they had never heard
the Lower School library be so silent!
Following their relay read, the children

that’s how little
of the UK
is covered by
ancient woodland

then planted two trees outside the Alliss
Building, an Elder known for being native to
the UK and growing big and strong for over
60 years and a Hornbeam, a tough hardy
tree famous for providing much needed
cover for wildlife during the winter months.
An absolutely fantastic and terrific effort
by everyone and Mrs Record is delighted
to report that the children raised in
excess of £1,500 for the Woodland Trust.
A representative from the Trust reliably
informed the children that the total money
raised will plant over 608 trees – a very

1,168

woods saved with your
help since 1999

healthy small woodland. Mrs Record
commented, “I am so incredibly proud of
all of the children. This was completely
their idea, I only helped them when needed
with their planning. A fantastic amount of
money raised for such an important cause.
From tiny acorns mighty oaks have grown.”
Thank you to all of our Form 3 and
Form 4 tree campaigners, and a big shout
out for Mrs Record who supported the
children so brilliantly in encouraging them
to have confidence in their concerns and
to support such an important global cause.

We’re in lockdown … get us out of here!
How many challenges can you do before school returns? Please send all
photographs and videos to marketing@saintedmunds.co.uk … the most
creative and fun will appear on the school Facebook page. Get challenging ...

Mrs Rodriguez:
Make the best sculpture
you can from the inner cardboard
tubes from toilet rolls!

Mrs McEwan:
Make an obstacle course
in the garden and film your
Mum and Dad completing it!

Mrs Harris:
Create a piece of modern
art using the items found
in your kitchen.

Mr Birch:
A drawing of him!

Mrs Newton:
Eat a jam doughnut
without licking your lips!

Miss Wade-Smith:
Build a card tower
or Film yourself
completing a dance from
www.gonoodle.com (Zumba)

Miss Green:
Learn to sing a song in a
different language or make
a musical instrument out
of rubbish (watch the
programme ‘Stomp’
for some ideas!)

Miss Holdway:
How many shoe laces
can you tie in 1 minute?

Mr Balfour:
Design a display board
or create an idea,
or a piece of artwork
that represents
St. Edmunds sport,
for either the
upcoming sports
hall foyer or
swimming pool.

Ms Farrar:
How many times in
a row can you flip a
coin so that it keeps
showing tails?

Mr Kalinski:
Draw a picture without
taking the pencil off the paper?

Miss Stoneman:
Bake a cookie that
looks like the school crest!

Mrs Drummond:
Learn the
phonetic alphabet
(alpha, bravo,
charlie, delta etc…..)

Mr Chichester:
Create a duvet slide
down your stairs
(but do so safely)

Mrs da Silva:
Learn how to
do a time step
(film evidence required!)

MAX YOUR DAYS
This term our Sports staff challenged all of our pupils to a
life of adventure and physical activity. The Max Your Days
movement began with North Face, the outdoor recreation
product company, who want to encourage all children around
the world to be active and to continue to be active when
they eventually leave school! Mr Birch who is leading the
project at St. Ed’s asked pupils and staff to send him a photo
of themselves being active, the more adventurous the better,
remembering that physical activity can take place anywhere,
from living rooms to the top of Mount Everest! Here’s a
selection of photographs showing our St. Ed’s Community
being “active!” #keepactive #maxyourdays

@ St. Ed’s Sport
Welcome to the official St Ed’s Sport Social
Media channel logo! If you haven’t started
following our sports team yet, log on now and
get involved in their daily and weekly challenges!

Girls Rugby
Our Senior Girls Rugby goes from strength to strength. This term, our girls enjoyed
training sessions with Davina Beyond from Guildford RFC and Chris Dodd from
Surrey RFU who coached the girls developing their increasing skill sets. Even the
weather ensured the girls were playing hard rugby, with hail storms & sideways rain
not deterring our girls! Miss Wade-Smith is also organising some training sessions to
Guildford RFC over the coming months in preparation for next year’s Rugby season.
Well done girls!

The last ‘Boats’ standing!
Sadly due to finishing school a week early,
our traditional “Boats” ending to the Lent
Term did not happen. However, what I
can report is the state of play following
the third round of Boats that took place
earlier in term. Currently leading the way
in Division 1 are teams 7DR1, 8BW1, 8G1
and 8C1 and a special mention to team
6FL1 who are currently holding their own
heading up Div3. Who knows if we’ll have
the opportunity to see how the Div 1
teams fair-up against the infamous St. Ed’s
Staff Boat, but for now, a big “splashing
applaud” for our Div 1 winning teams!

Lacrosse Workshop
Our Lacrosse girls received a special visit from England
Lacrosse Team Player Nik Roberts, who visited St. Ed’s
earlier this term to give some fundamental training
to the girls from Forms 3 through to 8. Starting with
a “back to basics” session, Nik took the girls through
their stopping, throwing and catching techniques as well
as introducing them to some new fun games. Lacrosse
Legends in the making!

IAPS Swimming

An impressive 19 of our top swimmers were selected this term to
represent St. Ed’s at the IAPS Swimming Regional round. They spent
4 weeks prior to the event training and working hard on their stroke,
turns and starts to ensure that they were in the best possible position
when it came to race day. They all did fantastically well, especially our
relay teams finishing first or second in most of the races. We are still
awaiting the overall results, unfortunately the Nationals have been
cancelled for this year, but Miss Stoneman will still inform the children
who did get through.

Judo @ St. Ed’s
Mr Rance Reports: In the sport of Judo pupils
are graded by coloured belts: white, yellow,
orange and so on. Throughout the year, pupil’s
progression within St. Ed’s Judo Club are
assessed, with in-class grading assessments and
I am delighted to announce that the following
pupils have been awarded the following grades:

Senior Sport Science
The Form 10 Sport Science students are currently studying Principles
of Training and developing training programmes for their coursework.
They were lucky enough to go down to Old Thorns Gym for the
afternoon to learn how to use some of the equipment and to try out
a Spin class. As if that wasn’t enough, the students then went off to
try out exercises and equipment that they wanted to include in their
training programmes to ensure their plans worked.

Yellow belt promotion

Amelia Garlic, Jamie King, Gabriel Petrella,
Eva Abson, Riley Fredrick, Ethan Hodson,
Oliver Moffat, Jonny Murray

Orange belt promotion

Sophia Wheatley, Isabella Wheatley

Green belt promotion

Isobel Austwick, Noah Record, Jonty Starr

Blue belt promotion

Jacob Darrington, Ted Perryman
Huge congratulations to you all!

IAPS Judo

Senior Boys Sport Update
For our seniors, they have been representing the school in a variety of sports this
term, namely: Basketball, Rugby 7s and Hockey. Seeing the enthusiasm from all age
groups is evident as we gained new basketball hoops for everyone to play on during
break and also during their sport lessons. Our senior basketballers took on the
challenge in both windy and rainy conditions in training and played some quick plays
which managed to be transferred onto the courts. In our Senior Hockey we were
able to send teams to the Edge to train as well as play matches and pulled out some
strong performances with some very encouraging results. Our Rugby boys enjoyed a
selection of matches earlier this term in which they had some strong plays to break
teams down and they put on some strong performances. Results may not have gone
there way from time to time but they cannot be questioned over their attitude.
A fantastic and promising term of sport boys, well done.

Congratulations and well done to Benedict
Platt who won the Bronze medal in the u55kg
category at the IAPs Boys Individual and Team
Judo tournament held at the high Wycombe
Judo centre earlier this term. Sadly there were
no medals for Jonty Starr and Gabe Francis
time around but a big shout out for their
valiant effort and experience gained.

Boys Match Report by Mr Tye
This term the sports department has seen the end of both the Rugby
and Hockey seasons for the boys. In rugby, our U13A team were so
close to being unbeaten through the entire season but still only lost
one game for their record. Further down the age groups we saw some
brilliant team play in the U11s with Brodie Sempill, Spencer Hawes and
Isaac Bowerbank all linking well. Our Form 3 teams making their first
venture into rugby matches played some superb rugby and closed the
season strong registering a few wins! Well done to all of our Rugby
teams this season.

Sport photo of the term ..
U10A Lacrosse team
"chilling" between matches!

Our hockey season saw plenty of skill and great team performances on
the astro with some great matches being played. Unfortunately we were
unable to get the results to go our way, but it was great to see the boys
linking well, enjoying themselves in training and taking it to the pitches.
As always with our matches, a massive thank you to the parents who
come and support us home and away, it’s amazing and inspiring to see!

#Bendandsnap
St. Ed’s turned officially pink earlier this term as our Seniors’
presented “Legally Blonde.” An explosion of music, dance,
fantastic performances … and oh, erm …. a little more pink!!
Well done to everyone for an awesome production.

St. Eds
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Our Music Scholars in Concert

Hail Caesar!

Huge congratulations to all of our Music Scholars who performed at St Bartholomew’s Church a few weeks ago. The concert, open to
the community, was a musical first for St. Ed’s and the music department and but certainly not the last, we hope! A truly stunning evening
of Music, from Rachmaninov to Lin Manuel Miranda, and an event definitely now cemented into our musical calendar!

As part of their History curriculum, Form 4 visited
Fishbourne Roman Palace near Chichester this term.
One of the largest Roman residences north of the Alps,
Fishbourne has a larger footprint than Buckingham Palace
and is now a modern museum incorporating most of the
visible remains including one wing of the palace and the
gardens. Providing a wonderful opportunity to see actual
Roman mosaics, the children had a great day taking part in a
workshop where they learnt about Roman games, cooking,
writing, mosaic making, building an arch and weaving as well
as having an opportunity to dress up as Romans. Practical
learning at its very best!

Poetry Recital Competition

Down on the Farm
Mrs Newens treated her Form 4 students to a day on the Farm this
term as part of their food and farming topic they are studying in
Geography. Upon arrival at Rotherfield Park Farm, and armed with
their wellies, they all got to meet the Farm Manager, Joseph Edwards
who took the children on a tour of the arable side of the farm, looking
at the different grains from barley to wheat, to oil seed rape. The
children had the chance to feel all of the different grains before learning
what they are used for including beer and oil. It was then time to see
the farm machinery and nobody could believe how huge a Combine
Harvester is up close! Having enjoyed a thorough explanation of what
each machine does and how they work, it was then time to visit the
Farm’s dairy and learn all about how a pastoral farm works. Of course
the most exciting part of the day was meeting the cows themselves, all
of whom seemed to love the attention! A perfect day out on the Farm,
thank you Mrs Newens!

The standard of performances during the
poetry recital competition this year was
simply outstanding, and well done to all of the
finalists who battled it out during the previous
weeks in their English classes to secure their
place in the final. Huge congratulations to the
following winners:
Form 3:
Tabitha Paterson

Form 6:
Seb Bisset

Form 4:
Leila Harrop

Form 7:
Rohan Sabharwal

Form 8:
Form 5:
Bella Isaacs
Bella Carlin
		
Overall winner:
Overall Junior
Seb Bisset
Winner:
Tabitha Paterson

“St. Ed’s goes flipping crazy for Pancake Day!”
The now legendary St. Ed’s
Divisional Pancake Race took
place this term and amongst
the usual races of running
whilst flipping a pancake,
Mr Balfour and his team
decided to make things a
little trickier this year with
adding a host of different
jumps and push ups in to
the mix! Looks as though
Mr Wright made up his very
own personal challenge for
the occasion! A great day
enjoyed by everyone and a
big thank you to Mrs Berridge
for organising the ‘flippiest’ of
days in the St. Ed’s calendar!
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Now a modern classic, Michelle Magorian’s wonderfully uplifting tale was
brought gloriously to life this term by our Senior Drama students. Set during
the dangerous build up to the Second World War, Goodnight Mister Tom follows
young William Beech, who is evacuated to the idyllic English countryside and
forges a remarkable and heart-warming friendship with the elderly recluse,Tom
Oakley. All is perfect until William is suddenly summoned by his mother back
to London. An abundance of truly remarkable performances by the cast, it
ended as all Jubilee Hall theatre should, with the teaching staff audibly snivelling
and the children breathlessly attentive. Many congratulations to each and every
cast member on a fantastic production.

Form 3 have been working
like little robots on their…err,
little robots! They designed the
faces in their ICT lessons and
then had the chance to laser
etch them in DT. The rest of
the body parts have been made
by hand using the mountain
of spare wood left over from
other projects this year.

Form 5 have now finished their
Drum Project (thankfully!) and
these fine (and load) instruments
are now in the capable hands of
Mrs. Weetman who has the ability
to make a class load of these sound
a lot better than Mr. Harnden.

Form 10 have finished their lighting project and this collection now sits in the window of the DT room. It
is an impressive body of work and has already received many positive comments. Form 10 are currently
working on a project inspired by the designers Charles and Ray Eames.The main focus of this work has
been to develop designing skills and rapid prototyping – it is also an excellent use of old cardboard boxes.
Using the theme of the Eames’ Elephant they have generated designs ranging from jewellery holders to
mobile phone chargers, plant pots to bottle openers.

Form 6 have now finished their Lizard
Pencil Holders. Only one left to show,
all of the others have slithered off!

Form 4 are right in the middle of their Catapult game project.
The DT room can be a potentially dangerous place as
Mr. Harnden has to now contend with projectiles in the shape
of footballs, chicken drum sticks and a cat’s dental chews. All
will be revealed next term when they make the boards and
boxes for these ‘interestingly’ themed games.

Mr. Harnden was worried that due to potential shop closures Form 4
would not be able to get out and find a Mothers’ Day Card. Here are
a few that were made in the workshop! Have a great day Mummies!

Form 9 are coming to the
end of their Bird House
project although we also
have a Bat Box to put up
somewhere around the
school this year. Look out
for more of these next
term.

Look out next term for
the school’s new Charity
Collection box for tokens.
This will be located within
the reception area. It has
been brilliantly designed
and made by Mr. Hassell,
our DT Technician and has
been a great discussion
point for children in
DT while it has been
assembled. I cannot wait
to see it fill up next term.

Form 11 have now finished their iGCSE coursework worth 50% of the iGCSE. Here are just a few of their impressive pieces.You could
feel the sense of achievement and pride (and relief!) when the students handed in their final portfolios for marking. Well done Form 11!

#Assembly RoundUp
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Our Annual
Cross-Country
Following tradition, our school cross-country
event took place before half term and although
the weather may have been a little dull compared
to last year, spirits were certainly high! With
their Division and House pride on the line, all of
the competitors took on the challenging course
with impressive amounts of enthusiasm and
passion and a great afternoon of competition and
comradery ensued. A big shout out to everyone
who took part and many congratulations to
Scott and Martlet who won both the Division
and House competition. Congratulations to all
of our Cross Country Superstars.

A special mention for the top girl
and top boy in Form 3 and above:
Form 3: Freya Carlin / Charlie Harnden
Form 4: Esme Alliss / Evan Thomas
Form 5: Emma Harding / James Scholes
Form 6: Sophia Whiteley / Isaac Bowerbank
Form 7: Sienna Isaacs / Albie Barlow
Form 8: Eloise Hudson / Seb Dubois
Form 9: Erin Wilson / Oliver Moffat
Form 10: Sarah Whiteley / Inigo Burrell
Form 11: Phoebe King / Tobias Tatam

Form 6 are in the process of
making their own cushions.
Here’s a sneaky peak at their
designs which they have created
by using heat transfer paints
and hand embroidery.

Form 5 have been working hard creating
their own “Relief” tiles focussing on the
use of different textures in art as well as
complimentary colours.

“Scholarship Club” – our Form 6 to 8 Art
Scholars have spent this term developing their
oil skills with these beautiful flower paintings.

St. Ed’s
Gallery

This term, Form 7
have been creating
their own “Canopic”
Jars using oxides
and gold leaf.

Form 10 are continuing with their “Every Day” project using an array of different art techniques and materials.

# Shred@St.Ed’s

‘St. Ed’s Trail Diggers’
Saturday Activity sessions earlier this term saw our official
‘St. Ed’s Trail Diggers’ join Christian and Olly to help
them build some of the obstacles and to learn from the
professionals the necessary skills required to look after
and maintain the trails. You can imagine the excitement
when they were joined a few weeks ago by World
Champion Downhiller Brendan Fairclough who popped
in to help dig and to try out the trails!

St Edmund’s School, Portsmouth Road, Hindhead, Surrey GU26 6BH
Tel: 01428 604808 www.saintedmunds.co.uk

rs!
#shredde
‘Introducing Shred Club’
Calling all Shredders! The sports department
are looking forward to launching the newly
created ‘St. Ed’s Shred Club’ later this year.
Shred Club will be available as an option
for Friday sport as well as during Saturday
Activities and will include MTB Instruction
from the team at Rogate Bike Park who will
not only teach riding skills, but also spend
particular days focussing on bike maintenance
and trail maintenance too. More information
to follow when school returns.

Editor: Emma-Jane McEwan
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The long awaited professional MTB trails are almost
finished in our woods, and a big thank you to Christian
Fairclough and Olly Wilkins and their team for
creating three trails for riders of all abilities during
some of the worst weather the woods or they have
ever experienced! For the more professional riders
amongst us, the black/red trails will test their skills
through special features including swooping berms,
tight gnarly root sections, jumps, drop offs and a table
top! For those who wish to try the sport for the
first time, or are just beginning their MTB journey,
Christian and Olly have designed a smooth flowing
blue trail with smaller berms and low level obstacles
to help the inexperienced rider gain their confidence
before trying the next level.

